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S.G miles from the big Manhattan station, the
locomotives of all the trains destined for Manhattan via the tubes will be detached and reJ laced by the electric motors. This means that
there miist be accommodations for the care of
scores of locomotives and electric motors at
that point.
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which jour hundred or more trains will pass
dafly, will be little more than a transfer point.
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long covered with what are
termed umbrella
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hattan direct or
from that part of the
city or Jersey City will transfer here, crossing
the platform to the train they desire.
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to touch the pianoforte a second time that evening. A week later there was a second meeting,
at which Steibelt surprised the company with
a new quintet, and an obviously prepared improvisation

consisting of variations on a theme
which Reethoven had varied in the Trio played
at the first meeting. Such a challenge was too
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FOOLISH MAUD MILLERS
Seaside Visitor Thinks They Might
Enjoy Summer Without Sighing for Riches.

"Why should there be so many men wishing
they had married Maud Mullers and SO in in/
Maud Mullers looking with envy upon the p{ laces of the rich judges?"
The questioner, a man, was tramping with a
woman friend along the board walk at a well
Iknown New Jersey shore resort. It was even-

obvious to be overlooked and Beethoven's
friends demanded that he take up the gauntlet.
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